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Reliable and straightforward, this text has helped thousands of students learn to write well. Jean

Wyrick's rhetorically organized STEPS TO WRITING WELL WITH ADDITIONAL READINGS is

known for its student-friendly tone and the clear way it presents the basics of essay writing in an

easy-to-follow progression of useful lessons and activities. Through straightforward advice and

thoughtful assignments, the text gives students the practice they need to approach writing

well-constructed essays with confidence. With Wyrick's helpful instruction and the book's

professional samples by both well-known classic and contemporary writers, STEPS TO WRITING

WELL WITH ADDITIONAL READINGS sets students on a solid path to writing success. Everything

students need to begin, organize, and revise writing--from choosing a topic to developing the essay

to polishing prose--is right here! In the ninth edition, Wyrick updates and refines the book's

successful approach, adding useful new discussions, readings, exercises, essay assignments, and

visual images for analysis. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections

http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
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"This is the best book I know of its kind. Far too many developmental-level text books are dumbed

down, and are rather patronizing, I often feel, towards students. Steps to Writing Well does an

excellent all-round job of helping students improve in all areas of their writing. I have used it



exclusively and continuously for fifteen years, and will certainly continue to do so.""Steps to Writing

Well is a comprehensive text for the first year writing student and includes the details of instruction

which address several academic venues. The writing is clear, concise and readily understood by

students and provides essential instruction in the many formats of writing instruction from the

compare and contrast essay to writing an essay using research. Additionally, the sections regarding

grammar usage and the essential appendix containing up to date changes in MLA format enhance

the work's accuracy."

Jean Wyrick is Professor Emerita of English at Colorado State University, where she was Director of

Composition for 11 years. She has more than 25 years of experience teaching writing, training

writing teachers, and designing writing/writing-across-the-curriculum programs. Her other textbooks

include THE RINEHART READER and DISCOVERING IDEAS. She has presented over a hundred

workshops and papers on the teaching of writing, American literature, American Studies, and

Women's Studies.

A great book for improving writing skills!! the layout of the material is clear and simple to

understand!! if every page of this book is followed then i assure you that by the end of this book you

will be proud of yourself for improving your writing skills so much!! i had to get this for college and

have to say...i have improved a lot using this book!! ACED MY CLASS!!! :)

class requirement, a bit beat up but it was used. so yea, used means heavy usage

This is an extremely helpful and detailed writing guide. It explores different types of essays, as well

as common mistakes to be avoided for each type. It gives plenty of sample essays, both

professional and written by students. It also includes examples of writing that needs improvement

along with the rewritten better versions.

I'm have a learning disability and this book has helped me so much. The manner it breaks down

sentence structure's and explainshe's it all allowed me not just learn but truly understand. I passed

all of my college writing classes with A's. I would not have done so without this book.

Even though this is only a second hand book, the appearance still awesome. Looks like new.

Thanks to the first owner whoo took care of this book very much.



If you're in dual enrollment or just wanting a book that'll help with the basic into giving an idea to

what to write and cheap, this book is for you.

Just what my wife need. Exactly as described. Great price too.Saved my family money.

Steps to Writing Well with Additional ReadingsPurchased this a while ago (long ago actually) for a

college course I was taking. Price was perfect compared to book stores! However it did not say that

is was the instructors edition (though not a big deal but had all the answers and other notes in it not

normally in the student addition). Good purchase and I would purcahse from them again!
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